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Abstract

Background: Computerized spinal decompression using the intervertebral differential dynamics (IDD) therapy protocol has achieved 86–92% positive results in reducing back pain. There are many causes of back pain, and one of the most common is a degenerative disc. The etiology of a degenerative disc is not completely understood, but it can be related to acute injuries, repetitive stress, nutrition, genetic factors, and oxidative stress.1 Standard of care may include physical therapy or manipulation to introduce movement to the spinal vertebrae. IDD Therapy® uses a calculated, sinusoidal, logarithmic primary waveform to separate the spinal vertebrae. More recent studies have shown that the addition of a secondary waveform gives a significant increase in efficacy. We observed these effects on the spine during an IDD Therapy® session.

Methods: Images of the intervertebral space were taken by videofluoroscopy during the IDD Therapy® session.

Results: The expected separation of L5-S1 was achieved. We also noted the separation profile of the vertebrae was uniquely uniform despite the graduated pressures, particularly when the secondary oscillation waveform was introduced. L5-S1 separation was 1 mm in size, and the anterior–posterior correlation was significant (p<0.05).

Conclusion: Active oscillatory signaling introduced during the high-tension period of treatment may lead to more compliant muscle re-education and thus enhanced uniform separation of the vertebrae. We believe that IDD Therapy® using Accu-Spina® may achieve 92% positive results because the secondary oscillatory signal induces mechanotransduction of mechanical stimuli into electrochemical activity at the cellular level. Further research will lead to greater confidence and further exploration of mechanotransduction in intradiscal cellular tissues.

Background

The first computer-directed spinal treatment device was invented by Carlos Becerra to target back pain through decompression of the disc.² In 1998, C. Norman Shealy, MD Ph.D., demonstrated an 86% success rate using this non-surgical device. In contrast, lumbar spine surgery fails in an estimated 10–46% of cases following the first surgery, and the success rate diminishes with each consecutive surgery.³ The Accu-Spina® uses multiple onboard, looped communication feedback computers and software-driven treatment variations to create algorithms that vary the dynamic force applied to the spine. In 2004 a new technology “System and method for providing decompression modalities using smooth transition signaling and oscillatory signaling at high tension levels for spinal treatment”
A specific oscillating logarithmic curve was added to each intervertebral differential dynamics (IDD) therapy-enabled device. Concurrently, studies of IDD Therapy® with the Accu-Spina® (using the sinusoidal and oscillation software enhancements) achieved treatment success rates approaching 92%.

The IDD-specific decompression has advantages over routine traction or conventional decompression. Early studies with ordinary traction devices showed that the spinal structure, particularly involving traumatized tissues, does not respond well to aggressive movements. Therefore, the newer patented algorithm employs smooth transition signaling and oscillation to offer a precisely controlled speed, intensity, and duration of every minuscule force transition. This creates a calculated sinusoidal motion effect on the primary waveform (Figure 2).

IDD Therapy® using the Accu-Spina® system (Figure 3) is a clinically proven, non-surgical approach for treating back pain. It encourages spinal regeneration by correcting the underlying causes of pain for issues such as degenerative disc disease, herniated discs, and sciatica. IDD Therapy® and other conservative treatments far outweigh the risk of spinal surgery, which has a 10–46% failure rate and 10–24% potential side effects. IDD Therapy® can isolate each lumbar vertebra (L1, L2, L3, L4, or L5) and distract the vertebrae surrounding an injured disc by 5 to 7 mm. Treatment for 25 to 30 minutes provides static, intermittent, and cycling forces on the vertebrae and surrounding musculature that may be causing low back pain.

Accu-Spina® allows for specific mobilization, or distraction, of the targeted spinal segment (in this case, L4 or L5 of the lower back). IDD achieves spinal

We expected a greater separation of the vertebral bodies at the treatment site when both waveforms are used. This study aimed to establish the value proposition of the secondary waveform called ‘oscillation in optimizing spinal rehabilitation’ over the course of a single session. However, correlation does not imply causation. Therefore, this practice-based study was designed to explain the better outcomes in patients when secondary oscillatory signaling is used in addition to the primary decompression waveform. We decided to observe the treatment “from the inside” by using digital motion fluoroscopy to record the targeted spinal vertebrae during IDD Therapy® with the Accu-Spina®.

Materials and Methods

The observed patient was a 51-year-old male of 168.50 cm in height and 61.78 kg in weight. The IDD parameters were as follows: The angle of therapy application was 10 degrees relative to the horizontal plane. A moderate, 2.27 kg of primary distraction force was applied in a calculated sinusoidal waveform (Figure 2). A secondary oscillating waveform was applied in addition to the primary waveform of cyclic loading. This secondary oscillatory waveform offered a higher frequency logarithm over the primary loading waveform by delivering traction to the surrounding muscle tissue to release any muscle spasm (Figure 4). X-ray videofluoroscopy (XVF) (Figure 5) was used to observe the spinal decompression. XVF is a motion x-ray that records 30 radiographs per second and shows continuous x-ray images as a video on a monitor. A baseline image was acquired when no loading was applied. Then, a time-resolved XVF image sequence was recorded in 10-second loops. This gave a total of 13 uniformly spaced cycles throughout the 25-minute session and 11 motion studies. The first loop was gated for 10 seconds to correspond to the peak of the primary waveform of loading and again at to below -100 mm HG during the high-tension cycle of decompression therapy.

We expected a greater separation of the vertebral bodies at the treatment site when both waveforms are used. This study aimed to establish the value proposition of the secondary waveform called ‘oscillation in optimizing spinal rehabilitation’ over the course of a single session. However, correlation does not imply causation. Therefore, this practice-based study was designed to explain the better outcomes in patients when secondary oscillatory signaling is used in addition to the primary decompression waveform. We decided to observe the treatment “from the inside” by using digital motion fluoroscopy to record the targeted spinal vertebrae during IDD Therapy® with the Accu-Spina®. 

Materials and Methods

The observed patient was a 51-year-old male of 168.50 cm in height and 61.78 kg in weight. The IDD parameters were as follows: The angle of therapy application was 10 degrees relative to the horizontal plane. A moderate, 2.27 kg of primary distraction force was applied in a calculated sinusoidal waveform (Figure 2). A secondary oscillating waveform was applied in addition to the primary waveform of cyclic loading. This secondary oscillatory waveform offered a higher frequency logarithm over the primary loading waveform by delivering traction to the surrounding muscle tissue to release any muscle spasm (Figure 4). X-ray videofluoroscopy (XVF) (Figure 5) was used to observe the spinal decompression. XVF is a motion x-ray that records 30 radiographs per second and shows continuous x-ray images as a video on a monitor. A baseline image was acquired when no loading was applied. Then, a time-resolved XVF image sequence was recorded in 10-second loops. This gave a total of 13 uniformly spaced cycles throughout the 25-minute session and 11 motion studies. The first loop was gated for 10 seconds to correspond to the peak of the primary waveform of loading and again at
the low hold of the cycle. The angle was set at 5 degrees for L5/S1. (An angle of 10 degrees is recommended for L4-L5.)

Rigid body registration was performed for consecutive pairs of XVF frames that represented each separate acquisition during the therapy. The mapping of coordinates from one image frame to the next took the form as illustrated in Figure 6, where $\Delta u$ represents the translation, in addition to the rotation by an angle $\theta$, for each frame-pair, during the registration process.

The anterior and posterior separations of the L5-S1 vertebral disc space in a single selected frame for each of the 13 fluoroscopy video acquisitions were measured, as well as the baseline. These measurements established the evolution of disc separation as a function of exposure to the therapy. Two independent observers recorded the anterior distances on the left side between the upper bone spurs and the posterior distances on the right side between the upper bone spurs. The mean of these two observations was used in the analysis. We compared the progression of vertebral separations over time, in addition to the separation between specific paired instances of time, to establish the effect of the secondary waveform. Student’s t-test was used to assess statistically significant differences between the vertebral separations. Significance was defined as $p<0.05$.

The patient underwent one 25-minute IDD Therapy® session. He was diagnosed with an L4/5-disc herniation of 7 mm and was an 8/10 on the visual analog scale for pain (VAS). The patient was placed on a 25-visit treatment regimen over an 8-week period of time. He was treated by IDD Therapy® four times for the first three weeks and three times for the second three weeks. This was followed up by two IDD Therapy® sessions for the last 2 weeks. Upon release, the patient rated his pain as 0–1/10 on VAS.

**Results and Discussion**

Application of the oscillation waveform along with the primary waveform resulted in a uniquely uniform, gentle separation of vertebral structures and no rotational taxing of the surrounding tissues (Figures 7 and 8). Anterior and posterior separations were correlated significantly ($p<0.05$), indicative of uniform L5-S1 separation, and our inter-observer variability study showed that the measurements of L5-S1 distances in the anterior and posterior regions of the vertebral column were repeatable.
and reproducible over time. The magnitude of the observed decompression was approximately 1 mm during the 25-minute IDD Therapy® session under loading conditions of 2.27 kg. These results demonstrated that treatment using the secondary oscillation waveform in addition to the primary waveform can provide a significant benefit over primary decompression alone.

Uniform separation of the vertebral bodies has several advantages compared to procedures that result in a less uniform or non-uniform separation. Prior spinal decompression studies have shown “distraction decompression over time” reduced disc herniation and improved hydration after multiple sessions11, we achieved a significant distraction from a single session of therapy. We also noted positioning uniformity was greater than with primary decompression alone. These advantages include more efficient biomechanics and increased overall space between the vertebrae. In addition, there is an inverse relationship between separation and intradiscal pressure. Negative intradiscal pressure promotes the diffusion of water, oxygen, and nutrients into the vertebral disc area, which rehydrates a degenerated disc and promotes self-healing and rehabilitation. Furthermore, repeated pressure differentials can reduce pressure on vertebral joints and promote the retraction of a herniated nucleus pulposus (the elastic core of an intervertebral disc), thereby relieving low back pain12-14.

The separation achieved in this study is consistent with the literature on spinal decompression therapy8,15-17. We are not aware of any prior study that observed the behavior of vertebral spine segments mobilized by a combination of different dynamic waveforms.

Figure 7: Lumbar separations and corresponding load characteristics recorded via the device treatment screen, videofluoroscopy view of the corresponding separation, and measurements.
(Source: Developed by Dr. Menon on the Accu-Spina® machine)

Figure 8: Anterior separation vs. posterior separation.
(Source: Developed by Dr. Menon)
It is important to note that joint tissues are sensitive to their mechanical environment. Therefore, mechanical loading can regulate the development and long-term maintenance of joint tissues. With advances in technology that allow the measurement of forces on cells and tension within a cell, it has become clear that the role of physical forces is far-reaching beyond what we experience as muscular effort. We know that mechanical forces can alter biological outcomes, even at a cellular level. This is the science of mechanotransduction.

Forces not only at a muscular level but also at a cellular level are known to affect cell behavior and osmotic changes. Therefore, it stands to reason that variability in forces would yield variability in outcomes. To understand mechanotransduction in the context of spinal dysfunction treated using a physical medicine modality, we used specific, sinusoidal calculations to apply measured forces to the intervertebral structures of the low back. Previous studies using numerous modalities originating with distraction and evolving through manipulation and decompression and more specific algorithms have yielded good to excellent treatment results.

IDD Therapy® utilizes a patented algorithm with clinical study outcomes approaching 92% success rates. The primary sinusoidal force is delivered to the spine while the patient relaxes in a supine position. A secondary force of a smaller but higher frequency is delivered at the maximum load threshold of each primary sine wave during treatment. This additional force (the sine wave) then layers another calculated physical force, which may or may not be perceived neurologically. However, from the perspective of mechanotransduction theory, this higher frequency physical stimulus may have a physiological effect on the cells in the joint tissues. Notable improvements in treatment outcomes have been observed in studies conducted on patients treated with sinusoidal plus oscillatory signaling. Therefore, we hypothesize that this unique modality has an algorithmic formula that is optimal for relieving back pain.

The additional waveform applies a differential physical force calculation during the treatment. Therefore, the principle of Hooke's Law raises the question of whether cells can sense these force changes and whether they affect the elasticity of the tissues and tissue cells. The laminae of adjacent vertebrae in both the anterior and posterior medial regions possess collagen and elastin fibers. The synovium and folds of tissues in the joint are richly innervated with mechanoreceptors, proprioceptors, and nociceptors. Differentiating loads would activate nerve endings and modulate signals in the nervous system to initiate or alter cellular dysfunction. In such circumstances, the nervous system is also involved in modulation.

Previous research has shown that all musculoskeletal (MSK) structures display varying degrees of elasticity. The principles of elastic motion in MSK medicine dictate that the application of an external force (i.e., an IDD Therapy® treatment) would result in MSK structure lengthening. But analysis of the stretch–shortening cycle showed that, except for direct contact injuries, MSK injuries result from an inability to counter the applied forces while lengthening. Therefore, despite the mechano-sensitive channels that allow physical stimuli to control the flow of molecules across membranes, the application and the modification time of forces on MSK failure may cause the release of osmotic pressure to initiate another signaling pathway.

Cells can sense mechanical stresses and convert them into intracellular signals and biochemical reactions. Wang and Schoen, et al. discovered that cells within tissues are subjected to physiological forces, such as fluid shear stress or mechanical load, which also exert contractile forces on the extracellular matrix.

Thus, intracellular signaling may be involved in the treatment outcomes achieved by oscillation signaling that utilizes a sinusoidal algorithmic force applied to the spine, but further research is needed to establish this relationship. Our observations were from a single angle of application and an applied peak magnitude of distraction force, whereas variations in these parameters may affect the L5-S1 decompression. The hypothesis that physical cues are transformed into a biological response helps the cell adapt to continuous dynamic changes in micro-environmental factors lays a groundwork for exploring the beneficial impact of therapeutic modalities on the MSK system via dynamic specificity.

As we advance into new frontiers of science, we are expanding our knowledge of the possible mechanisms of action of oscillatory signals on biological structures. This may present new approaches in optimizing the beneficial physiological effects of non-surgical decompression treatment, or in this case, advanced IDD Therapy® decompression when oscillatory signaling is added to the protocols for spinal care.

This study was done for one 25-minute IDD Therapy® session. He was diagnosed with an L4/5-disc herniation of 7 mm and was an 8/10 on a VAS. The patient was placed on a 25-visit treatment regimen over an 8-week period of time. He was treated with IDD Therapy® four times during the first three weeks and three times for the second three weeks. This was followed up with two IDD Therapy® sessions the last 2 weeks. Upon release, the patient rated his pain at 0-1/10 on a VAS.

Conclusions

Computerized spinal decompression using IDD Therapy® has shown 86–92% positive outcomes in reducing back pain. This protocol uses a primary waveform
to separate the spinal vertebrae. In this study, we used Accu-Spina® to apply a combination of primary and secondary waveforms to the L5-S1 vertebrae and recorded the effects using XFV. During the 25-minute IDD Therapy® session, the patient showed an increase in anterior and posterior separations, resulting in a uniquely uniform, gentle separation of vertebral structures and no rotational taxing of the surrounding tissues. We believe that IDD Therapy® using Accu-Spina® may achieve 92% positive results because the secondary oscillatory signal induces mechanotransduction at a cellular level. This was a single treatment evaluation, and future studies with multiple applications would be beneficial.
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